Mini Album Instructions for
By Yasmin Tölche
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1. Pop out the little die-cut heart.
2. Trace the heart mini album on to desired paper and use the little vindu as refrence
and fuzzy cut the paper out.
3. Cut a piece of plastic out from one of the package to make a shaker card window.
Glue on piece over the heart window.
4. Add sequins and micro beads inside the little window and seal it with another piece
of plastic on top.
5. Glue the traced heart paper on top of the mini album.
6. Use a stencil with modeling paste to create some texture.
7. Glue the red ribbon in wrinckles near the bottom of the heart
8. Embellish with the large flowers and some of the lace ribbon.
9. Use a watermark pillow and white embossing powder to the chipboard letters. And
glue them on.
10. Die cut out a word from some of the word dies and glue it on.
(You can watch this the process with the front cover in our instrutional video.)
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1. Trace the paper you like and glue it on to the mini album.
2. Make a hole so the binding rings can run through.
3. Splash with some white paint.
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1. Trace around the heart on the red paper, then trace half a heart onto the text paper.
2. Glue the red heart on top of the mini album and rip the egdes of the text paper and
glue it on.
3. Remember to punch a hole for the binding rings.
4. Use one of the Kraft tags and add to the page.
5. Trace the little heart punch out of the front covver onto some red paper.
6. File the egdes and glue on top of the tag
7. Die-cut the word love form Maya Dies and glue on.
8. Make a bow from the ribbon and glue it on.
9. Splash with some white paint.
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Trace the heart onto the paper you like.
Rip some of the text paper and glue it on top.
Cut a tag in two and tuck it under the text paper.
Glue on embellishements.
Emboss chipboard letters and glue them on
Die-cut out a word from Maya Dies.
The button is cover with paper. Glue the paper on top of the chipboard button,
fuzzy-cut around, punch out button holes with crop-a-dile or similar. Add glossy
accent on top.
8. Splash with white paint on top.
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1. Trace the paper with the heart and glue it on.
2. Stamp with a backrground stamp
3. Use some of the left over paper and staple them together with a kraft tag and glue it
on.
4. Add embellishments.
5. Add some letters with the stickers
6. Die-cut out a heart from Maya Roads "Love dies"
7. Splash with some white paint on top.
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Trace the heart on to the paper you like. Glue it on.
Use a background stamp and stamp on the paper
Glue a little vellum envelope on the buttom of the heart.
Cut a Kraft tag in half, and add it to a picture/notecard. This will make a pull out.
Emboss chipboard letters with white embossing powder.
Use the chipboard heart from the front page, add paper, fuzzy cut around and glue it
on. Add glossy accent on top.
7. Embellish with resin and bling.
8. Splash with white paint.
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Trace the heart on to the paper you like. Glue it on.
Make a collage with left over papers and a kraft tags. Glue them on.
Add embellishments
Add letter stickers
Splash with white paint.
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Trace mini album heart on top text paper. Glue it on.
Fuzzy cut out berries and leaves from the papers.
Glue a vellum envelope to the bottum of the heart.
Cut a kraft tag in half and glue it on the back of a picture/notecard. This creates a
pull out.
5. Embellish with lace ribbon, wood icon and bling.
6. Use the letter stickers on the pull out tag.
7. Splash with white paint.
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1. Trace heart on to the paper you like and glue it on to the mini album chipboard.
2. Take one of the round kraft tags and glue it on.
3. Trace around one of the largest buttons or use a circle punch to punch out a circle.
File the egdes for a distressed look.
4. Embellish with leaf, rose and string.
5. Splash with white paint.

Kit is available for purchase here: Vintage Beauty Mini Album Kit

